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Please send anything you think will interest our 

members to 

Roy Jamieson 

bushclubeditor@gmail.com 

 

A SPECIAL REMINDER NOTE 

FOR LEADERS WHILE COVID-19 

RESTRICTIONS REMAIN IN 

FORCE: 

1. All activities will be “contact leader” and 

strictly limited to the number of people allowed 

by the government guidelines for outdoor 

gatherings. This includes the leader, members, 

prospectives and guests. 

2. Rather than sign the Walk Report Form (as is 

usual practice), collect the contact details 

beforehand and hold a roll call before the activity 

commences. Members' responses will indicate 

that they have read, understood, and accepted 

the requirements on the Walk Report Form 

(available above), namely that: 

In participating in this activity as a financial 

member of The Bush Club, I am aware that this 

may expose me to risks that could lead to injury, 

illness, death, or to loss of or damage to my 

property, and that the leader may not have 

walked this track before and, even with thorough 

preparation, there may be risks associated with it 

which have not been anticipated. To minimise 

these risks, I have endeavoured to ensure that 

this activity is within my capabilities; and that I 

am carrying food, water, and equipment 

appropriate for the activity. I have advised the 

activity leader if I am taking any medication or 

have any physical or other limitation that might 

affect my participation in the activity. I agree that 

if I choose to leave this activity early, I will notify 

the leader and I am personally responsible for my 

welfare and safety. 

3. All members will maintain a safe distance of 

1.5m at ALL times. 

REMINDER FOR MEMBERS 

When booking onto walks please 

include: 

 Your mobile 

 Your emergency contact details 

 First Aid – Yes or No 

 

Spring Walks Program – Page 13 

For both the Printed Program  

and Short Notice Walks, preferably use the 

Online form 

www.thebushclub.org.au/OnlineForms/Wal

kSubmissions/WalkSubmissionForm.htm 

or go to the For Leaders section on our 

website 

The postal address for all Bush Club 

correspondence - Secretary, Treasurer – is 

PO Box 207 

Milsons Point, NSW 1565 

http://www.thebushclub.org.au/
mailto:bushclubeditor@gmail.com
http://www.thebushclub.org.au/OnlineForms/WalkSubmissions/WalkSubmissionForm.htm
http://www.thebushclub.org.au/OnlineForms/WalkSubmissions/WalkSubmissionForm.htm


 
 
 
 
 
 

        
  
 

 

ETHIOPIA 

By Christine McColl 

Ethiopia, famine, war, Haile Selassie.  For most 

people these words cover all that they know 

about what actually is a fantastically, interesting 

destination. In February this year I was lucky 

enough to have a pre-Covid trip to Ethiopia with 

fellow Bush Club member Jan Campbell. For 

those wistfully dreaming of their next trip, I’ll 

outline how we did it and our trip’s highlights. 

 

 

 

Self-organisation 

We organised the trip ourselves i.e. we worked 

out an itinerary, used our own travel agent to 

book the fares, and researched and used two 

Ethiopian based hiking companies to set up our 

two treks. You do not need to go on an organised 

tour to have a very good time there. 

Sorting out what to do etc. was not too hard. The 

Bradt guide to Ethiopia, online forums (Trip 

Advisor, Thorn Tree) and online traveller report 

blogs provide plenty of information.   

Ethiopia is the second largest country on the 

African continent, so visitors must be selective in 

their destinations. Most first time visitors to 

Ethiopia concentrate, as we did, on Addis Ababa, 

the capital, and destinations to its north, the 

Lakes district (source of the Nile), cities with 

monuments and ruins dating back to the second 

century AD (Lalibela, Gondar, Axum), and Harar 

(a predominantly Muslim city to the east of Addis 

Ababa).  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Those who want to hike typically go to the Simien 

Mountain NP. We went there and also did a 

multi-day hike in the Tigray area, which borders 

Eritrea in the north. We did not go to the Danakil 

depression nor to the Omo valley region in 

southern Ethiopia, though many do. 

In all these cities, good quality hotels (similar to a 

decent two or three star hotel here) can be 

booked online via booking.com. We paid an 

average of $80 per room per night for an ensuite 

room (often with air con).  Breakfast was always 

included. You could pay more or less. 

Getting around 

Planes (using the highly reliable Ethiopian 

Airlines) are the easiest way to move between 

destinations, unless you are keen to spend up to 

24 hours in a bus. It is possible to self-drive 

around, or to hire a driver and car (we met 

several European tourists travelling this way). In 

towns tuk tuks and taxis are plentiful and cheap. 

 

Welcome         

New Members 
Bruce Henderson 

Christina Darwell 

John Rae 

Sophie Baron 

Simon Tellam 

Anita van den Bogaardt 

Karen Brown 

Jenny Speakman 



Food  

Cheap, tasty, easy to be vegetarian though it is 

not easy to acquire dairy products such as cheese 

and yoghurt. Outside of Addis Ababa, shopping is 

done at small stores or in outdoor markets. Fruit 

is seasonal though probably bananas can be 

found anytime. In places we found fantastic juice 

stores. 

 

The local dish is injera, a pancake made of gluten 

free fermented flour on to which are placed spicy 

legume and vegetables. It is definitely an 

acquired taste. Pasta, rice and vegetable 

combinations are a good alternative. We ate out, 

often sometimes in pretty basic places and had 

no tummy problems. 

 

Safety  

Although Trip Advisor features posts from people 

who report harassment from the locals, we did 

not experience this. Ethiopia has experienced 

rapidly increasing tourist volumes in the last 

several years, so the sight of a tourist is not 

unusual. Often people went out of their way to 

be helpful, e.g. the curator who opened up the 

postal museum in Addis Ababa for us as we had 

arrived after it had closed, the guide who added 

a couple of hours to his day by taking us to a 

spectacular lookout further on from our final 

destination. Of course, we were sensible and 

took all the precautions tourists must take 

anywhere. 

In fact, we felt least safe when driven in private 

cars on the roads with overtaking on blind 

corners, speeding, huge trucks with khat fuelled 

drivers coming our way.  

Political unrest seems endemic. It did not 

threaten us, but it had occurred in areas we 

visited not long before our stay. In Harar we saw 

windows in buildings close to our hotel which had 

been smashed in recent riots.  The general advice 

is to avoid the border with Somalia and Sudan 

(though we heard that Sudan is now very tourist 

friendly). So, keep an eye on what is happening in 

areas you want to visit. You may be unlucky 

enough to run into a demo or a roadblock. 

 

 

Highlights 

Overall: landscape and culture. Landscape: the 

spectacular mountain ranges of the Simien 

Mountains NP and the Tigray area.  

 

Culture - it was absorbing to be in a country 

which retains so much of what came before 

major recent European influence: people dress 

differently, the script is impenetrable, religious 

observance is public and widespread, churches 

are vividly painted and decorated with Byzantine 

like painting styles. Had we gone south to the 

Omo valley we would have seen groups living 

lives in a far more ancient tribal pattern. 

  

 

 



Our walking highlights were: 

A five-day hike in the Simien Mountains. The 

Simiens are a staggeringly beautiful set of ridges 

and mountains slowly being reforested after the 

locals were cleared out to make the national 

park. Troops of baboons live in parts of the park, 

there are small groups of Ethiopian wolves and 

ibexes on cliffs. 

We organised our hike through Michael, of 

hikeinethiopia.com. He provided top quality 

camping gear, a superb cook, a guide and crew. 

The hiking was moderately demanding but no 

more than hiking around the Snowies, though 

altitudes ranged from 3500 to 4000m plus.  

A six-day hike in the Tigray Mountains. This was 

organised by Tesfa tours, a locally run company 

which uses guesthouses built and staffed by local 

villagers, who profit from this. It’s a dry area, 

whose colours are like those of the Australian 

outback, but the landscape is wild and 

mountainous, with rock hewn churches an 

interesting cultural feature. 

 

Non walking highlights: 

The churches, sometimes fantastically painted 

(think Giotto’s Scrovegni Chapel) sometimes rock 

hewn, with priests often happy to share the 

church treasures of antique crosses, manuscripts 

and ceremonial drums.  

The camel market near Harar, where hundreds of 

camels are traded between Ethiopians and 

people from Djibouti, Somalia and Somaliland. 

With women counting wads of the local currency, 

coffee stalls made of thornbush, lanky henna 

haired elders, and a small goat market it felt like 

being in another era.  

The khat market which we drove through on our 

way to Harar. Khat is a plant widely chewed for 

its narcotic effects. The market is open 24 hours 

a day with one million US dollars’ worth of khat 

traded every day. We passed khat laden trucks 

speeding on their way to Somalia, people 

carrying huge bundles of the plant and fields full 

of the khat. It had the exotic feeling of   an open-

air marihuana market 

Addis ... the palace of Haile Selassie, its surrounds 

now turned into a theme park with giant camels 

and black lions; Entoto hill, home of the Emperor 

Menelik who colonised the lowlands from the 

highlands of Ethiopia creating the borders we 

know now; the museum where a replica of Lucy, 

the world’s earliest hominid located in the Rift 

valley in the 70s, coffin shops…. 

So many more there is not space to describe. 

After Ethiopia we went on to Israel and Jordan, 

but that is another article! 

 



WALTZING TO SYDNEY 
HARBOUR WITH CAPTAIN 

COOK, IN THOSE 
PRE-BASTILLE DAYS 

By Margaret Cameron-Ash 

 
On the first Sunday in May, while the Endeavour 
was anchored in Botany Bay (250 years ago), a 
few of us commemorated Captain Cook’s secret 
discovery of Sydney Harbour in 1770, when he 
walked along the well-worn Aboriginal trading 
track from Botany Bay to Bellevue Hill. 
 
 

 

  
Filled with Franco-British rapport, we also 
celebrated the French officers from La Perouse’s 
two ships, who walked along the same ancient 
track 18 years after Cook, to visit the English 
colonists at Sydney Cove in 1788. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 We carried the contemporary flag of France, 
with its pre-revolutionary white field with golden 
fleur de lys, and the British flag, with just the two 
crosses (St. Andrew and St. George) of the first 
Union flag. 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 
 



Setting off from Botany Bay (at Frenchmans 
Beach), we paused halfway to salute Captain 
Cook’s statue at Randwick, then walked along 
Frenchmans Road, and up to the trig point of 
Bellevue Hill. 
  
From here we enjoyed the wonderful view that 
James Cook saw 250 years ago – and the French 
saw 232 years ago! 
 
 
 

 
 
Our walk took three and a bit hours – as we had 
to dodge schools, shops and hospitals now built 
over the ancient track. 
  
It was great fun! 
  
Margaret Cameron-Ash is the Author of  
“Lying for the Admiralty” Rosenberg Publishing, 
2018 

 

TAFFY’S ROCK MEMORIAL 

The walk to Taffy’s Rock is a popular Bush Club 

activity but who was Taffy? 

Around the 8th January 1948, Dorothy Vera 

“Taffy” Townson made news all around Tasmania 

and NSW for the wrong reason.  She had died of 

snake-bite, twice on the leg and elsewhere while 

on a multiday walk in Tasmania. 

Taffy joined the Rucksack Club in January 1944 

and must have been an independent woman who 

was 39 in 1948.  In 1948 the Rucksack Club was a 

strong club with around 100 members of whom 

33% or more were women.  The Hikers Club of 

Sydney became the Rucksack Club in November 

1936 but unfortunately faded away about 1975.  

A strong portion of the club had served in WWII 

as service women and men. 

In 1947 the Murwillumbah area was her home 

where she may have been the proprietor of a hair 

dressing salon.  She approached Alfred Watkins 

and Sam Hinde to join a Rucksack Club multiday 

walk from Waldheim Chalet (Cradle Mountain) to 

Lake St Clair in Tasmania.  Well into the walk 

beyond Pelion Hut her friends went ahead while 

she was left alone for a toilet break.  

Unfortunately, she disturbed a Tiger Snake which 

struck three times. 

Extreme efforts were made to get medical 

assistance from Sheffield, outside the National 

Park, to no avail. Survival may have been unlikely 

anyway.  Two only of the bites were attended to 

via the basic treatment methods of the time.  

Taffy may have had to walk to join her friends 

plus (it is said that) she was too modest to say 

that a third bite had occurred when her 

underpants were down. 

Taffy died about 4.30am on the 8th January 1948.  

Bushwalkers from Sydney University 

Bushwalking Club (SUBW) helped carry her body 

out of the National Park.  The track could only 

allow two at a time to carry the improvised 

stretcher in 10-minute bursts.   

Taffy now lies in Devonport Cemetery.  At the 

Rucksack Club General Meeting on 14th January 

those present stood for a moments silence to 

remember this well-respected member. Plans 

were started almost immediately for a memorial 

to Taffy. Tasmania would not accept a memorial 

but on 20th March a memorial walk was held with 

the hope that in future the Lands Department 

would accept a nomination for a location to be 

named in her honour. 



Minutes from May 1948 show that member Ted 

Sloane was delegated to seek such a spot.  At the 

General Meeting of January 1950, a quote from 

Raynore Pty Ltd of £8.8.0 was accepted for the 

manufacture of the current plaque at Taffy’s 

Rock.  The Club to bear the full expense. 

So, when you are next at Taffy’s Rock spare a 

moment to reflect on the unlucky Taffy and her 

snake bites. 

Keith Maxwell 

KAMCHATKA 

Kamchatka is a peninsula in the far east of Russia, 

with the Pacific Ocean to its east. It’s on the ring 

of fire, which starts in New Zealand, goes up 

through the Philippines and Japan, then along a 

string of islands to Kamchatka. At the 

recommendation of an old friend, Dave Roots, a 

group of 11 of us did a trip there in 2008: some 

of my old canyoning friends and some girls from 

my old running group on the Northern Beaches.  

 

At the time, and probably still, it’s not a ‘Do It 

Yourself’ place. In fact, when you see the poverty 

there you feel it’d be wrong not to employ some 

locals; it was a strategic military base back in 

Soviet times, but no longer, and now Moscow 

seems to have forgotten them, and there’s not 

much work there. So, we hired a local team: a 

guide, a translator, a cook and two porters for all 

the supplies. As well, there are no reasonable 

maps available: any they have are closely 

guarded by the Russians and you can’t buy them.  

We aimed to visit some of the spectacular 

volcanoes on Kamchatka. Two are right in the 

background of the capital, Petropavlovsk. The 

first one we climbed was Avachinsky, 2741m 

high, with a bigger one close by: Koryasky 3548m, 

shown in the photo.  

 

It’s a stiff climb up Avachinsky, at the top there’s 

a large crater with a lot of fumaroles, sulphur 

vents and unfortunately lots of hydrogen 

sulphide gas. But great views from the top, and 

an exhilarating climb to get there. 

Next, we took a helicopter well south of the 

capital and spent a couple of weeks walking in a 

virtually uninhabited area of volcanic vents, 

lakes, forest and hot springs. The main residents 

there are grizzly bears, foxes and ground 

squirrels. We saw quite a few bears, including a 

visit from one at night – see footprint.  

 

The first ones we saw were climbing trees. Now I 

didn’t think grizzly bears could climb trees, but it 

turns out that only the cubs can, the adults are 

too heavy. Our guide was very secretive about 

how to protect against an attack, which was a 

concern. When I was in the Canadian Arctic in 

2001, we had taken two shotguns and we each 

had a capsicum spray; but this guy didn’t seem to 

have anything. One of our team had brought a 

capsicum spray, and classed it as “personal 

medication”; then at the end of the trip he asked 

the guide if he’d like it, the guy couldn’t grab it 

fast enough! 

 



Eating when you’re bushwalking in Kamchatka is 

rather different to home. They didn’t have any 

dried meals, everything was fresh: potatoes, 

meat, tins of all sorts, nothing whatsoever was 

dried. That’s why we needed a couple of hefty 

young porters to carry it all – plus the tents and 

the stove they brought. And we made two food 

drops on the helicopter flight in, to be picked up 

later. Our guide was very secretive, I guess it’s the 

old Soviet fear of foreign spies. When he 

consulted the map he’d go some distance away 

from us and not let anyone see it; he had a GPS, 

but from what we could see of him he didn’t even 

know how to use it! We offered to help him out, 

but we might have been American spies so he 

couldn’t allow that!  

The main volcano we visited on the walk was 

Mutnovsky. It had several craters and seemed to 

be more active than Avachinsky. We went up and 

looked into the main crater, not an inviting view 

inside! And there were other craters, plus several 

glaciers. After that visit we retired to more 

agreeable places, there are plenty of hot springs, 

very nice to have a dip in. We went to a couple of 

other volcanoes, nice country when you’re not 

on the edge of a sulphurous crater with 

fumaroles and H2S everywhere. At our last camp 

site there were a lot of salmon in the river, you 

could just walk into the water and pick them up; 

but eating them is not recommended, they come 

up there and having laid their eggs they die and 

then they’re toxic to eat.  

 

That night, being our last night out, our guide and 

the porters got stuck into the vodka. Gerry in our 

team joined them, they got through 6 bottles and 

he was in a bad way next morning. Trying to 

match vodka drinks with Russians is not 

something I would ever risk! 

On returning to Petropavlovsk we did a dramatic 

bay cruise. It’s a great natural harbour, with lots 

of seals and sea lions, but in particular it’s a 

paradise for birds, there are thousands of them 

perched on rocky crags – seagulls, cormorants, 

puffins and eagles.  A memorable day’s cruise.  

We wondered how things will go there in the 

future. They had the idea of promoting heliskiing, 

they have a lot of helicopters left over from 

Soviet days and they had had quite a few 

heliskiers there, but no lifts at all for normal 

downhill skiers. Kamchatka certainly has tourist 

potential, but they are so far from Moscow that 

they don’t get any help from there. But an 

interesting place to go, we all enjoyed it. 

Peter Cunningham 

SPRING FLORA TO WATCH FOR  

 

Telopea speciosissima, or the Waratah (its 

aboriginal name), has been the official floral 

emblem of New South Wales since 1962. An 

erect shrub, it can grow to 4 metres and flowers 

from September in low-lying areas to much later 

in mountain districts. 



BLAST FROM THE PAST 
FROM WALKS & TALKS, ISSUE NO. 35   JANUARY 

1965  

THINGS TO REMEMBER IF CAUGHT IN A 

BUSHFIRE (From information contained in a 

CSIRO pamphlet)  

1. Do not panic, and do not run unless absolutely 

necessary.  

2. Cover up all exposed parts of the body, i.e. put 

on long trousers, jacket, hat etc. (This is a shield 

against radiated heat).  

3. Take refuge in running streams or pools, or in 

a rut or a hollow. A covering of earth is a 

protection.  

4. In dense smoke hold a handkerchief or cloth 

(wet if possible) over mouth and nose. Breathe 

slowly and await pockets of fresh air before filling 

lungs. Remember air near the ground is fresher 

and cooler.  

5. If you have to run for it, go downhill. Try to 

work way to edge and rear of fire front.  

6. If it is necessary to pass through flames to 

reach safety, don’t delay. Take some quick, deep 

breaths and move briskly through.  

7. Do not enter flames more than five feet high, 

or thirty feet deep, or when undergrowth is thick. 

8. If the situation is dire, lie prone on barest piece 

of ground around, or in a rut or hollow. Cover up 

every exposed part of skin with spare clothes, 

tent, rucksack, everything available. Remember 

radiated heat striking exposed skin can kill before 

the flames reach you. Woollen material is the 

best protection. Use everything that will act as a 

cover against radiated heat. HELP PREVENT 

BUSHFIRES BY OBEYING THE REGULATIONS 

 

Poem for Michael 
By John Maltby 

The air is getting colder 

There’s a frost up in the sky 

We’ve been wading through clear water 

The long day tiring, though we try 

We’re climbing up the valley 

From down Kanangra way 

Tryin’ to get to Carlon’s 

It’s further north they say 

Heading up the rising creek 

Before the heavens roar 

Walking through the ‘Wild Dog’ scrub 

Where Keatsie’s been before. 

They tell me everything’s gonna be alright 

But, I bet we’ll get for! 

Just trying to get to heaven, up where the eagles 

soar, 

Just trying to get to heaven before they close the 

door. 

Gonna sleep down by some gold flat place 

And try to relive those dreams 

I’ll close my eyes and wonder if all is as it seems 

Just trying’ to get to Megalong before they close the 

store 

Just tryin’ to get to heaven before they close the 

door. 

Some like the high clear valleys, some like the clear 

blue sea 

Some just stand in wonder, but what’s right for you 

and me 

For we may not come this way again, of that you 

can’t be sure 

But all walkers have been to heaven and never need 

for more, 

All walkers get to heaven before they close the door. 

            

 

 

 



ITEMS FOR SALE 

1. Snorkel, mask and Flippers, all adjustable. 
2. Two Flexible Camp chairs, uses your inflatable 
mat to transform into a seat. 
3. Keen Sandals W Size 8.5. 
4. Mont Daypack, 15L with gusset. 
 
If interested call Kris Moore on 0434 082 001 
 

 



An Important Reminder 
If you haven’t already done so, please carry 

your Bush Club Emergency Contact & Medical 

Form in your First Aid kit. It could make the 

difference if you’re caught up in a medical 

emergency. 

http://www.thebushclub.org.au/down/BushClubEm

ergency&MedicalForm.pdf 

 

Booking on walks 
When contacting leaders who don’t know you, 

there are several things you can do to make the 

leader’s job much easier. 

Firstly, note the order in which the leader lists 

their contact details. 

A good idea is to provide your full name, a 

mobile number and/or an email address, 

preferably both. 

An absolute must is to provide a recent walk 

history (up to 3 months is preferable), with as 

much detail as possible.  

In other words, the more information you 

provide about yourself, the happier the leader 

will be.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Bush Club PLBs 

(Personal Locator 

Beacons) 
 

The club has two PLBs for use by leaders on 

walks. 

Tony Hickson (email 

bushclubwebmaster@gmail.com) and 

Graham Conden (0418 647 951) are 

custodians of the PLBs.  You can contact 

them at any time to borrow one. 

Note that a PLB is to be used only in life 

threatening situations, as a last resort.  You 

should always try to contact emergency 

services via your mobile phone and “Triple 

Zero”. 

Emergency services will have a better idea of 

how to respond to your incident/injuries if 

you can contact them via your mobile. 

For more information see the More 

Information for Leaders page on our 

website. 

www.thebushclub.org.au 
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